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Abstract—This paper present a work where Genetic Program-
ming (GP) was used to the task of evolving imperative sort
programs. A variety of interesting lessons were learned. With
proper selection of the primitives, sorting programs were evolved
that are both general and non-trivial. Unique aspect of our
approach is that we represent the individual programs with
simple assembler code, rather than usual tree like structure. We
also report the effect of different parameters on quality of the
programs and time needed for finding the solution.

I. INTRODUCTION

Genetic Programming derives from Genetic Algorithms,
developed initially by John Holland [1] and extended since
then by many others. Genetic Algorithms (GA) often work
on fixed length, linear representations of genetic material, and
operate on this material with fitness proportionate selection,
reproduction, crossover, and mutation [2], [3].

John Koza has developed Genetic Programming (GP), using
analogues of GA genetic operators to directly modify and
evolve tree structured programs (typically LISP functions) [4],
[5], [6]. While genetic programming does not imitate nature as
closely as do genetic algorithms, it does offer the opportunity
to evolve programs of a high complexity, without having to
define the size or the structure of the program in advance.
Koza has shown in [6] that GP can be effectively applied to
an unusual variety of problem areas.

Sorting is a procedure of rearranging the elements of a given
input sequence into ascending or descending order. Sorting
has a rich history in computer science and is a procedure
that requires complex control structures. There are a lot of
solutions to this problem domain - some are simple and
intuitive, while others are complicated but of greater efficiency.
Sorting algorithms fall into two classes of time complex-
ity, specifically, O(n2) and O(n × log(n)). The algorithms
with quadratic complexity are usually expressed iteratively,
whereas algorithms with O(n×log(n)) complexity leads more
naturally to recursive expressions. The sorting problem has
attracted a great deal of research, due to its ubiquity, and due
to the challenge of solving it efficiently.

This paper presents work on evolving general iterative
sorting algorithms represented as linear list of instructions,
contrary to the traditional representation of programs in GP,
as trees. Sorting is clearly a general problem for GP since
the evolved hypothesis will have to sort the comparable

elements of any input sequence of arbitrary length into ordered
sequence. This is a challenging problem, and in this paper we
will show that it can be solved with the proposed method.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: first
we provide a literature review on the evolution of sorting
programs. Then the fitness function used to guide the evo-
lutionary search is described. We then proceed to describe
the experimental context: instruction set used for construction
of the programs, evolutionary algorithms control parameters,
followed by a section that details and discusses the experi-
mental results, and the computational effort involved. Finally,
conclusions are drawn and ideas for future work are presented.

II. RELATED WORK ON THE EVOLUTION OF SORTING
ALGORITHMS

A literature survey on evolution of sorting programs evolu-
tion revealed several attempts in this problem domain.

Kinnear [7], [8] evolved iterative sorting algorithms, mainly
of bubble sort’s simplicity. He investigated the relative proba-
bility of success and the difficulty resulting from varying the
primitive terminal and non-terminal elements. The primitive
alphabet contained elements that could result in an exchange-
oriented sorting strategy. Primitive functions were defined for
swapping sequence elements, comparing elements in speci-
fied sequence index values, incrementing and decrementing
arithmetic variables. Control functions contained conditionals
and a bounded iteration construct. It considered the addition
of a linear parsimony function in order to discourage the
individuals’ increasing size as well as a disorder penalty, in
the case where the remaining disorder was greater than the
initial sequence disorder.

O’Reilly and Oppacher [9], [10] also investigated ways of
evolving iterative sorting algorithms. Their first attempt [9]
failed to produce a 100% correct individual. The represen-
tational constructs and fitness function used were different
than those used in Kinnear’s experiments. Specifically, prim-
itive functions and control structures included decrementing
a variable, accessing indexed sequence elements, swapping
adjacent sequence elements, bounded looping, and conditional.
The fitness function counted the number of out-of-place items.
Their second attempt [10] yielded a successful outcome.
It considered different primitive constructs and two fitness
functions; the first fitness function was the same as in [9]



whereas the second was based on permutation order [11], the
count for each sequence element of the smaller elements that
follow it.

The most recent attempt to the evolution of sorting algo-
rithms is presented in the work of [12] with their PushGP
system. They used primitives along the lines of earlier inves-
tigations: swapping and comparing indexed elements, getting
the list length, accessing list elements. The Push3 program-
ming language offers a variety of explicit iteration instructions
but also allows for the evolution of novel control manipulation
structures. They evolved an O(n2) general sorting algorithm
and suggested an efficiency component addition to the fit-
ness function as a precursor to the evolution of ingenious
O(n× log(n)) algorithms, though they report no experiments
towards that direction.

III. SORTING FITNESS FUNCTION

When evolving a sorting algorithm, the following two
problems arise: How to quantitatively measure the algorithm’s
ability to sort? and How to Recognize Success?, or how can
we be sure that we found the solution.

The fitness function is the driving force behind an evolution-
ary algorithm. The choice of fitness function can play a critical
part in the success of a given run. In this work, we consider
fitness functions based on different measures of change in the
sequence disorder.

We first familiarize the reader with a concepts of sequence
disorder, namely, inversions.

Let a1 a2 . . . an be a permutation of the set 1, 2, . . . , n.
The pair (ai, aj) is called an inversion of the permutation if
and only if i < j and ai > aj . Inversion pairs represent pairs
of sequence elements that are out-of-order, so that a com-
pletely sorted sequence is a permutation with no inversions.
Let Inv(A) represent the number of inversions in sequence A.
Using these notations we define the following fitness measure
F of the program P on given input sequence A:

F (P ) = Inv(A)− Inv(B)

where B = P (A) is the output sequence of the program
P executed on input sequence A. In some cases B is the
modified, by program P , input sequence A.

We can see that programs which completely sort the input
sequence will have maximum fitness. Off course we do not test
the program on only one input sequence, but on several (Ai)
test sequences. In this case the fitness measure F is calculated
with the following formula:

F (P ) =

N∑
i=1

Inv(Ai)− Inv(P (Ai))

where N = |A|.
When evolving a sorting program, a problem presents itself.

Frequently, an evolved program which performs successfully
all of the fitness tests used (a completely fit individual) will fall
short of complete generality. Therefore, a particular run is not
terminated with the appearance of a completely fit individual.
Instead, additional testing is performed on every completely fit

individual and the run is terminated as successful only when
one individual passes these more tests.

The fitness tests used to drive evolution consist of K random
tests, with a maximum length of 30, with the random tests
changed in each evaluation. The additional tests for generality
(used only to terminate the run) consist of 256 random tests
of maximum length 32, and all 256 sequences of length 8
consisting only of 0 and 1.

While many of the completely fit individuals fail to pass the
additional tests (usually only 60% to 80% pass), no algorithm
that has passed all of the additional tests has ever been shown
to fail on any sequence subsequently presented to it. Many
of these evolved and potentially fully general algorithms have
been tested with thousands of random sequences of lengths of
up to 600 with not a single failure. Thus, while testing can
never prove generality, the sorting problem as expressed with
these primitives appears to have a certain threshold of testing
that, once passed, ensures at least a very high likelihood of
generality.

The last fitness measure F has a small shortage. It prefers
moderate partial sorting of long sequences than perfect com-
plete sorting of short sequences because the number of fixed
inversion is bigger in the first case. Therefore, the following
fitness measure is used that normalize the number of fixed
inversions relative to the number of inversions sequence had
in the first place:

F (P ) =

N∑
i=1

Inv(Ai)− Inv(P (Ai))

Inv(Ai)

IV. PROGRAM REPRESENTATION AND GENETIC
OPERATORS

The basic approach to genetic programming is to generate
a random population of individuals, evaluate their fitness,
perform various genetic operations on them based in some
way on their fitness, and then go back and evaluate the results
again. The desired function of the individuals (programs) is to
reorder a sequence of integers so as to leave it in ”sorted”
order, small to large. In our approach, the individuals of
the population are pseudo assembler programs. Assembler
instructions are defined to compare and swap the various
values in the sequence, to increase, decrease and compare
various registers, and control the flow of the execution by
various conditional jump instructions.

To evaluate the fitness of an individual, it is presented with
an ”unsorted” sequence and then executed. The ”disorder” of
the sequence is measured before and after execution, and the
fitness is based on the decrease in disorder. If the program
access out-of-memory address, or it does not end in predefined
maximum number of cycles, it gets lowest possible fitness
value.

A. Instruction set

In order to apply genetic programming to a problem, it must
be cast into a form that can be evolved. A set of assembler
instructions must be created that is sufficient to solve the



problem. Arguments to these instructions will be registers and
addresses (or values) of sequence elements.

A variety of instruction sets were tried in order to success-
fully evolve a general and yet non-trivial sorting algorithm.
The instructions described here are the least complex, and
therefore most realistic that would reliably allow evolution of
general sorting algorithms within a reasonable time.

Our instruction set is composed of the following 12 classes
of instructions:

1. MOV Ri, Rj(const)
2. XCHG mem[Ri], mem[Rj]
3. INC Ri
4. DEC Ri
5. JE Ri, Rj(const), line
6. JA Ri, Rj(const), line
7. JB Ri, Rj(const), line
8. JMP line
9. JA mem[Ri], mem[Rj], line

10. JB mem[Ri], mem[Rj], line
11. JE mem[Ri], mem[Rj], line
12. END

Rj(const) means Rj or constant value, which will get us
to 16 different types of instructions.

Instruction 1 moves the value of register Rj to register
Ri, or moves a constant value in register Ri. Instruction 2
swap the values of sequence elements at positions Ri and
Rj . Instructions 3-4 increase/decrease the value of register
Ri. Instructions 5-7 are conditional jumps, comparing register
Ri with another register Rj or constant value, to instruction
line. Instruction 8 is a unconditional jump to instruction line.
Instructions 9-11 are conditional jumps, comparing the values
of sequence elements at positions Ri and Rj , to instruction
line. If instruction 12 is executed the program terminates.

One thing worth noting is that this instruction set will not
allow the individuals in the population to modify the data in
any way, they can only change the order.

B. Initial population

Initial population was constructed by generating 1000 ran-
dom programs with fixed length of L instructions. The effect
of L was investigated in the experiments. Each instruction was
randomly chosen from the 16 different types of instructions.

C. Mutation

Mutation works by selecting an individual by uniform
random selection, selecting an instruction within the program
and then one of the three types of mutations is done: mutating
(changing) the instruction arguments, changing the type of the
instruction or generating completely new instruction. When
instruction argument is changed, if it is a constant, random
value with power low distribution is added/subtracted, if it is a
register it is substituted by another random register. When type
of the instruction is changed, another type is chosen that has
the same type of arguments. For example, if the type of INC
instruction is mutated, it can become DEC, but not XCHG.

D. Crossover

Crossover is done in the following way: two individuals
are selected with fitness proportional selection, than two
continuous blocks of instructions, equal size, one from each
individual were selected, and than they were exchanged. In
this way we get two new individuals. The size of the blocks
is a random number from 4 to 8 instructions. The position of
the block was also random number from 0 to L - block size.

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A population of 1000 programs were randomly generated
with a fixed length L, generated by uniform selection over
the list of instructions. Evaluation of the programs was done
by their execution and analyzing the disorder of the input
sequence before and after the execution of the program in
order to compute its fitness. The number of registers used by
the programs was fixed to NR. Before the execution of the
programs, it is assumed that the length of the input sequence
N is stored in register R0 and that numbers of the input
sequence are located on the memory locations 0 to N−1. The
memory working area was set to be from −3 ∗ N to 3 ∗ N .
If a program access a memory location outside this interval,
the fitness of the program was set to minimum possible value.
Also, if the program did not finish its execution after 5000
executed instructions it is asumed that it does not halt, and it
is given the lowest possible fitness value. The initial value of
all registers, except R0, was set to 0. The initial value of all
memory locations, except from 0 to N − 1, was also set to 0.

Parallel (master-slave architecture) genetic algorithm was
used, implemented in programming language C using the MPI
(Message-Passing Interface) library, and run on cluster of 8
PCs with Intel Xeon Quad Core 3.0 GHz processor and 2 GB
of RAM. In total there were 32 CPU cores used for fitness
evaluation of constructed programs.

VI. EVOLVED SORT PROGRAMS

Let’s look at some of the sort programs that have evolved
using the presented approach, L = 20, NR= 5.

Example 1:

0 XCHG mem[R4], mem[R3]
1 INC R4
2 MOV R1, R4
3 DEC R0
4 JA mem[R0], mem[R1], 18
5 JA mem[R4], mem[R0], 17
6 XCHG mem[R0], mem[R1]
7 MOV R4, R3
8 JB mem[R1], mem[R4], 17
9 JNE R0, R2, 2

10 MOV R2, 2
11 END
12 INC R1
13 JB R0, -1, 1
14 DEC R0
15 DEC R0
16 DEC R4
17 XCHG mem[R0], mem[R4]
18 INC R0
19 JNE R4, R0, 0



Example 2:

0 DEC R0
1 MOV R4, R3
2 JB mem[R1], mem[R0], 5
3 JMP 16
4 XCHG mem[R4], mem[R3]
5 MOV R3, R2
6 JB R1, R1, 0
7 XCHG mem[R0], mem[R3]
8 JB mem[R0], mem[R1], 16
9 JE R0, R4, 0

10 XCHG mem[R4], mem[R3]
11 JNE R4, R2, 2
12 DEC R0
13 MOV R1, R1
14 MOV R3, -1
15 MOV R4, R4
16 INC R4
17 XCHG mem[R0], mem[R3]
18 JB R1, R0, 4
19 END

The first impression is that they look very messy, and it is
hard to follow the flow of the algorithm. The second thing is
that they have a lot of unnecessary instructions that do not
have any effect on the functionality. But on the other hand it
was expected in some way, because also the DNA of almost
any species has these features.

If we remove instructions that do not have impact on the
semantic of the programs and rewrite them in more readable
PASCAL-like language, the second program for example,
will look like this:

Example 2 (PASCAL-like):

r0 := n; r1 := 0; r2 := 0;
r3 := 0; r4 := 0;

0: dec(r0);
1: r4 := 0;
2: if smaller(0, r0) then goto l5;
3: goto l16;
4: swap(r4, 0);
5:
6:
7: swap(r0, 0);
8: if smaller(r0, 0) then goto l16;
9: if r0 = r4 then goto l0;

10: swap(r4, 0);
11: if r4 <> 0 then goto l2;
12:
13:
14:
15:
16: inc(r4);
17: swap(r0, 0);
18: if 0 < r0 then goto l4;
19: goto end;

end:

swap(X, Y) is a procedure for swapping the values on
memory locations X and Y , and smaller(X, Y) is a boolean
function that compares values on memory locations X and Y .
Empty instructions represent instructions that do not have any
effect on the semantic of the program, something like a NOP
(no operation assembler instruction).

If we look closely we can see that this is INSERTION SORT

algorithm. It is written in a very messy way, but if we follow
the execution of the program it is doing exactly the same
thing as insertion sort algorithm. Also the other program is
strange implementation of insertion sort algorithm. Most of the
discovered sorting programs were implementation of insertion
sort algorithm, but there were also some versions of bubble
sort. In any case all of them had at least O(n2) complexity
to sort n elements of an array. If we want to discover
O(n× log(n)) sort algorithm we gonna need procedure calls
necessary for implementing recursion.

VII. RESULTS

Results of the experiments are presented in Table I.
Experiments consist of sets of runs compared to each other.
Each set of runs consists of 20 runs, where a run uses 1000
individuals and processes them for up to 1000 generations.
The significant conditions of the experiments are to the left of
the vertical double line, and the results are to the right.

The principal metric for each set of 20 runs is the number
of runs that were completely successful in evolving at least
one individual that correctly sorted the fitness tests presented
to it (removing 100% of the disorder in the sequences), and
this is recorded in the column under # SUCC RUNS.

Additional information is presented as to how many runs
produced at least one individual which removed 90% of the
disorder in the fitness tests and 75% of the disorder in the
fitness tests. The 90% and 75% categories are cumulative, in
that each includes the count of runs that did better as well as
the count of runs that made it past the 90% or 75% boundary
but didn’t reach the next highest. The column # GEN RUNS
indicates for how many of the 100% successful runs passed
all of the postrun generality tests.

AVG INDS records the average number of individuals that
had to be processed for the 100% successful runs (averaged
only over those runs that reached 100%). Thus, the number of
100% SUCC RUNS indicates how effectively the parameters
used by a particular set of runs evolved a sort. The # GEN
RUNS give some indication of the generality of the resulting
sorts. The AVG INDS indicates how quickly the 100% SUCC
RUNS reached 100%.

As we can see, when having more registers it was harder
(slower) to find the solutions, because the search space was
much bigger. In experiments where programs were 10 in-
structions long, it was harder finding the solution because the
programs were to short and there is no space for redundancy.
Also the general conclusion is that number of tests should be
bigger, even if that takes longer to evaluate the individuals,
but on aggregate the search time was shorter, because with
clever evaluation the search procedure earlier removes partial
solutions.

VIII. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

The process of evolving general sorting algorithms provided
an interesting test-bed for assessing the power of genetic
programming on solving a challenging problem. In this paper
we showed that evolving imperative programs, instead of
tree programs, is possible and effective. This investigation



TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Set # registers NR # instructions L # tests # 75% # 90% # SUCC RUNS # GEN RUNS AVG INDS
A 5 10 15 18 15 0 0 /
B 5 10 30 20 16 6 6 294389
C 5 20 15 20 20 19 10 414903
D 5 20 30 20 18 17 16 115762
E 10 10 15 5 3 0 0 /
F 10 10 30 7 3 0 0 /
G 10 20 15 11 8 2 0 655129
H 10 20 30 12 10 5 0 292239

has been another step towards allowing the evolution of
more complex algorithms. In the future we plan to apply
this methodology for evolving programs that even when they
are executed probabilistically their functionality is unaffected.
Probabilistically means that even if we execute some of the
instructions incorrectly or not execute at all, the program
should have enough redundancy to compensate these errors.
We think that genetic programming is promising methodology
for producing such redundant programs. These constructed
programs can be used for spacecraft controllers and devices,
where because of the radiation there are a lot of errors during
their execution, and these self correcting programs could be
crucial for their functioning.
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